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In this article we present symmetrl~ diffusion n ~tworks, a family of networks that
Instantiate the principles of continuous, stochastic, adoptive and Interactive propagation of Information. Using methods of Markovian diffusion theory, we formalize the activation dynomics of these networks and then show that they con be
trained to reproduce entire multivariate probability distributions on their outputs

using the contrastive Hebbian learning rule (CHLkWe show that CHL performs
gradient descent on on error function that captures differences between desired

and obtained continuous multivariate probobllity distributions. This allows the
learning algorithm to go beyond expected values of output units ond to approximate complete probability distributions on continuous multivoriate octlvatlon

spaces. We argue that learning continuous distributions is an Important task

underlying a variety of real- life situations that were beyond the scope of previous
connectionist networks. Deterministic networks, like back propagation, cannot
learn this task becouse they are limited to learning average values of Independent output units. Previous stochastic connectionist networks could learn probability distributions but they were limited to discrete vorlables. Simulations

proxlmote discrete and continuous probability distributions of various types.

show that symmetric diffusion networks can be trained with the CHL rule to op-

1. INTRODUCTION

Learning can be seen as the process of detecting and storing how some
events (inputs) affect the behavior of other events (outputs). If the inputs

have no effect on the outputs they are statistically independent, otherwise

there is a contingency. Contingencies can be seen as a class of functions
mapping the space of inputs onto the space of possible probability distrimay occur when the inputs have an

butions of the outputs. Contingencies
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. effect on the average value of individual output variables. For example, .
economic policies may have an effect on the average income or the average
level of education of a country. There may also be contingencies that affect

other aspects of the output' s behavior such as the shape of the probability
distribution of the outputs or the way these outputs correlate with each
other. For example, different economic policies may affect the distribution
of wealth or the correlation between wealth and education without affecting
the average income. Such examples come up all the time in cognitive and
perceptual domains. The Necker cube is perhaps the most famous case. The
cube-each vertex, for examcertainly contingent on the stimulus, but in a very dis-

perception of the individual elements of the

ple, or each line- is

sets of interpretations of the vertices-and
many other

tinctive and particular way. Two quite different interpretations of each
vertex are possible, and these are not well characterized by their average
value. Furthermore, the probability that we will see one vertex as being on
the front face of the cube is strongly dependent on how we see each of the
other vertices. With the necker cube there are in fact two very probable
: whole percepts- full

artifact,
many natural stimuli-shadows, for example, I;)r ambiguous words or sen-

, much less likely ones. Whereas the Necker cube is, of course, an

tences-often support a distribution of interpretations that is very poorly

characterized by the central tendency of individual elements. It is, therefore, desirable to develop learning algorithms capable of learning contingencies that go beyond effects on average vaiues. Connectionist learning
algorithms have proven to be useful contingency detectors but most can
only be applied in situations where the goal is to learn only the expected
values of the outputs.

For example, back propagation networks (Bryson & Ho, 1969; Le Cun
1985; Parker , 1985; Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986; Werbos, 1974)
are functions defined from the space of possible inputs to the space of possible outputs. They are typically trained with a learning rule that minimizes
the total sum of squared errors (TSS) between desired and obtained outputs. It is easy to show that among all possible functions from the space of
inputs to the space of outputs there is one that achieves minimum TSS. This
: function, which is called the regression function , assigns to each input vector the average of the training outputs conditional on that input (Papoulis,
1990). Back- propagation learning and other forms of nonlinear regression
can be seen as methods for estimating regression functions. This is precisely
what is needed with a particular type of contingency, which we refer to as
signal + noise " contingencies. In this type .of contingency, the underlying
association between input and output (the signal) is deterministic but perturbed by the effects of an additive independent random variable (the
noise). The signal is the expected value of the output for each of the inputs,
and can be estimated by averaging samples of training outputs that share
the same inputs. This tendency to average samples of outputs with common
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inputs is shared by all regression methods but it is not appropriate in all
cases. This is particularly clear in situations where there is more than one
correct output for each input but the average of these outputs is not a correct solution.

Consider for instance the vehicle navigation problem displayed on Figure
1. A back-propagation (BP) network is presented with road images as input
and with appropriate steering directions as desired output. In the example
the steering direction is represented by the activation of an output unit.
Positive and negative values represent the degree of right and left steering.
Figure I displays a case where two input images have an effect on the shape,
but not the average value, of the distribution of desired actions. With this
particular configuration back propagation learns the same output for the
two road images, clearly an undesirable solution.
A similar situation arises in motor control when one has to choose a com-

bination of joint angles to reach desired locations. One approach is to train
action-outcome pairs and then use the trained
a network with samples of
network to select appropriate actions when desired outputs are specified.
This method is known as direct- inverse modeling. Jordan and Rumelhart
(1992) discussed a difficulty faced with this approach. In many cases, the
mapping from actions to outcomes is many- to-one, so that the mapping
from outcomes to actions is one- to-many. Most problematic are cases in
which the set of acceptable actions forms a nonconvex region in action
space (Jordan & Rumelhart, 1992). Figure 2 shows one such case in which
two different settings of joint angles in a robot arm place the arm at the

ent - dimensions of the output. In the robot

arm example, we do not in

same goal location but the average of these two settings places the arm in
quite a different place. When a deterministic network such as BP is used to
learn such a mapping, it finds an average; the difficulty is that the average
need not fall within the set of possible solutions, as the figure makes clear.
There are two problematic features to the averaging problem. One is that
it computes an average value for each unit, thereby losing information
about the actual range or distribution of allowed values. The other, deeper
problem, is that it looses information about dependencies among the differ-

general get a satisfactory result if we merely choose one of the acceptable
values for each of the two joint angles independently; rather, what counts as

an acceptable reach for the object is a particular combination of joint
angles. Such combinations can be viewed as regions in a multidimensional
space. If we can choose such combinations in a way that matches a probability distribution that is nonzero only in those regions of the space that

correspond to acceptable actions, we will have learned to solve the problem.

I The purpose of this example is to illustrate the need of going beyond expected values.

Dean Pomerleau s (1991) ALVINN system encountered a problem similar to the one men-

tioned here, but he solved it using another approach.
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Right ( 1)

Probability density of desired steering

AativatioD

Straight (0)

tJIfi\

Left(-l)

AativatioD

Straight (0)

Right ( 1)

Probability density of desired steering

Left(-l)

Figure 1. These two Input patterns produce the some overage desired output but theprob.
ability distribution Is dlHerent. The overage Is a correct response for the first Input but
would not work for the second Input pattern.

(it

Consider, next, issues that arise in the representation and processing of
language. One of the central properties of language is ambiguity: in general,
a word, a sentence, even a whole book or play may have several alternative
interpretations. Similarly, a concept or thought can be conveyed in language,
or translated from one language to another, in several different ways. In
general, it is not appropriate to take the average of two different interpretations of the same text, or to produce a blend of two acceptable texts to convey
an intended meaning; depending on the grain of the blending, the result could
the blending occurs let
be a hash of potentially meaningful fragments or

I us say at the phonetic feature level) totally uninterpretable mumbling.
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FIgure 2. The overage of the two solutions does not generate a correct action.

As a concrete example of a simple version of this problem, consider
translating words from one language to another , say from English to

one is of Latin

Spanish. Here there are cases where the same word has two different translations in the other language. For example the english word " olive " has two

approximately equally likely translations into Spanish;
origin,

aceituna.
Suppose that the utterance
oliva.
and one of Arabic origin,
is represented phonologically as some pattern of activation (e. g., 1.
is represented as another,
aceituna
and the utterance

0, 0. 0, 1. 0, 1. 0),

oliva

quite different pattern (0. 0, 1. , 1. 0, 0. 0, 1. 0). In this case, deterministic
networks such as BP or the deterministic Boltzmann machine would learn

the expected values of each element as if these were independent, producing
5, . 5, .5, . 5, 1.0). This conveys some in.
the meaningless resulting output
formati on about the word (e.g., the value that the words share in common
is produced correctly), and indeed, in this case, the activations reflect the
probability that each element should be independently active in the correct
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(aJ,... .

be a real-valued activation column

which controls the level of noise in the network.

From a mathematical point of view , SONs ar Markovian diffusion processes governed by a system of stochastic differential equations. These
equations consist of a
drift
term and a
diffusion
terms. The drift is the deterministic kernel of the process controlling the instantaneous average velocity
of the activation vector. The diffusion term controls the instantaneous
variance of the activations. SONs may be instantiated in a variety of ways.
The specific instantiation that we use in this article has a drift controlled by a
variation of the continuous Hopfield (1984) model. The diffusion in this in-

2. ACTIVATION DYNAMICS

learn continuous as well as discrete probability distributions.
What follows is a formal presentation of SONs and a derivation of the
CHL rule for learning probability distributions with these networks. We
also present simulations showing that SNDs can indeed be trained to approximate discrete and continuous probability distributions of various types.

continuous stochastic networks and showing how they can be trained to

SBMs. We also extend the previous work by formalizing the behavior of

teractive processing. Our approach there was based on the ideas of contrastive learning (Baldi & Pineda, 1991; Movellan . 1990) rather than Markovian
diffusion theory. It should be noted that SBM can learn discrete binary probability distributions. However to our knowledge, this aspect of the SBM has
hardly ever been explored. The SBM has generally been used to learn deterministic mappings, where it is typically less efficient than deterministic networks such as BP or deterministic Boltzmann machines (DBMs). Our work
. can be seen in part as an investigation of this relatively neglected property of

McClelland, in press), we presented initial work with the CHL algorithm
and another instantiation of the principles of continuous, stochastic, in-
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response. But it does not convey enough information to specify which combinations of features must be on or off to produce one or the other of the

works should be viewed as computing functions of their inputs, just like

as much explicit treatment as it deserves. This is the idea that stochastic net-

solidate a way of thinking about stochastic networks that has not received

possible correct alternatives.
In this article we explore the use of stochastic networks to solve the types
of problems described previously. In doing so, we hope to help to con-

There are many important precursors to this work. Ratcliff (1978) used a
simple diffusion process to model memory retrieval. The use of Gaussian
noise in continuous Hopfield networks was independently explored in
Akiyama. Yamashita, Kajiura, & Aiso (1989) in work on Gaussian
machines. This work was focused in optimization problems and no learning
algorithm or formal desciption of the network behavior was proposed. The
importance of learning probability distributions was pointed out by
Smolensky (1986) and certainly many of the ideas in this article are related
to the seminal work in harmony theory (Smolensky, 1986), and the original
stochastic Boltzmann machine (SBM). In a previous article (Movellan and

deterministic networks. In this case, the function is not from inputs to expected values of outputs, but from inputs to entire probability distributions
of outputs. This idea is certainly an important part of the stochastic network theory introduced by Geman and Geman (1984), Ackley, Hinton, and

Sejnowski (1985), and was particularly emphasized by Smolen sky (1986).
But in the main , stochastic networks have been used in neural network
research as procedures for finding the single best pattern, through the process of simulated annealing, and not for actually modeling distributions of
desired states.
Once we see stochastic networks as mappings from inputs to multivariate
probability distributions, we can treat learning as a matter of modifying
connection weights between units to make the obtained and desired probabil-

ity distributions as similar as possible. In this article we use this approach
with a class of networks that we will call " symmetric diffusion networks
(SON). SON' s are one instantiation of the principles of continuous, stochastic, adaptive, and interactive human information processing proposed
by McClelland (in press) on the basis of earlier computational and psychological research. These principles were put together to provide a general
framework for modeling normal and disordered cognition. SONs are collections for processing units organized in modules with symmetric bidirectional
connections. Each unit collects a net input from all the units to which it is
connected and generates a real valued. bounded activation. These activation
values are continuous random variables with a probability density controlled
by the net input.

Using Markovian diffusion theory (Gillespie, 1992) we derive the equilibrium distribution of SONs and show that the contrastive Hebbian learning
rule (CHL) can be used to learn entire probability distributions. CHL is a
general learning rule previously applied to a variety of models including the
discrete Hopfield model (Hopfield, Feinstein , & Palmer , 1983), the original
stochastic Boltzmann machine (Ackley et al., 1985), the harmonimum
(Smolensky. 1986), the deterministic Boltzmann machine (Galland & Hinton,

More specifically, let a =

stantiation is a constant,

wn. ;JT

is the fan- in column vector of

nections. where each Wi = (WI, ;,...,

vector. Let W = (wJ,.. ., ) be a real valued symmetric matrix of con-

1989; Hinton , 1989; Peterson & Anderson , 1987), and the continuous
Hopfield model (Movellan , 1990). Here we show that in SONs. the CHL
differ.

ences between entire distributions.

rule performs gradient descent on an error function that captures
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netj)dt+ a

is a

gain

.Jdi Zi(t);

tenn that scales the response (jf

is a standard independent Gaussian random variable;
gi f(aj); gj

(min, max)

(I)

!R,

f(x)

is the

= a wi;
; the

f(x); f(x)

nett

i = I,..., n

connections to the unit i. The evolution of the activations is governed by the

= 1 /

Zj(t)

daj

following system of stochastic differential equations:

where
nett
inverse of a bounded continuous monotonic activation function
function maps the bounded real-valued activation space

log

gi
max

aj

m;n
ai.
(2)

into the entire real line (e. g., the logit or the probit functions). In our simulations we use a scaled version of the logit function, also known as the inverse

j(ai)

logistic

nett

nett

= I /
at.

represents the net

If the actual net :input,

gi f(ai)
nett,

is smaller than the

inp1.Jt required to main-

bound the activation range. A precise treatment of Equamin
and
max
where
1985)
tion 1 can be given in reference to Ito s stochastic calculus (Gardiner,
but for the purpose of this article it is sufficient to view it as determining the
limiting solution of a difference equation where the At is made infinitesimally
small. The tenn
tain an activation value of

the activation decreases; if bigger, it increases. The
nett,
required net input,
second term in the equation adds up Gaussian noise to this process with the

(3)

Equation 1 is known as a Langevin description ofa Markovian diffusion

amount of noise being controlled by the parameter

net(a)

process with adrift vector

drifteR) = net(a) -

- Sea)

stress

(5)

(6)

or consistency between the network activations and the

TW a

(4)

and a diffusion matrix given by aI, where I is the unit matrix.
It is easy to show (Hopfield, 1984) that when the weight matrix is symmetric, the drift vector is the exact gradient of a Hopfield style goodness
H(a)

function of the following fonn
G(a) =

harmony

H(a)

where

is the

weight constraints. The

Sea) =j = I

rest value
. r
= J

rest j(x)dx

Sf,
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for the activations departing from
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is the weighted sum of penalty terms,

Si

Sj

(aj

m;n

max

min)/og(aj

og

m;n)

m;n

max

(max

og

aj)/og(max

m;n

max

m;n

aj)

(8)

where
rest
= f(0). In our implementation, the stress is given by the following equation

max

and the drift as the force field

(9)

The goodness of a particular activation vector is commonly interpreted
as the degree of consistency of this vector with the knowledge captured in
H,
captures the degree
the network' s weights and gain. The harmony term,
of match with the expected correlations between pairs of units. This knowledge is embedded in the weights: Units connected with positive weights are
more " harmonious " if they have activations of the same sign , and units
with negative weights are more " harmonious " when their activations have
opposite signs. The stress term, S, captures how extreme the activations are
are large, extreme activation values
gi,
expected to be. When the gain terms,

net(a)

potential field

Since the drift is the exact gradient of the goodness function

are expected.

drifteR) = VG(a) = net(a) then - O(a) can be seen as a

generated by that potential. When the diffusion term vanishes, the network
becomes deterministic and goodness can only increase through time. Since
the goodness function is bounded upward, the activations stabilize at local
= 0) is
It is also known that this deterministic kernel (when
O.
maxima of

trainable with the CHL rule, but that instabilities may occur due to the

1989).

function (Hinton, 1989; Movellan,

1990; Peterson & Anderson , 1987; Peterson & Hartman ,

existence of multiple maxima in the

1 The Diffusion of Probability
The stochastic nature of SONs encourages a revision of the language used to

describe the behavior of the network. Because the network is not deterministic, the trajectory of the activations can no longer be predicted from initial
states. What we can say is that, most of the time, the network activations

we need to describe the network in terms of probability distributions and
its dynamics in terms of changes in probability distributions throughout

will be in certain regions, less of the time in other regions, and so on. Thus,

time.
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Figure
3. Evolution of the probability distribution of a one-unit network. The initial activation Is zero. The probability distribution of the activotion changes through time and settles
into a Boltzmann distribution defined In continuous activation spoce. The graph was obtained
SDN through 1, 000 settling cycles.

by simulating 40. 000 times a one-unit

tIt

t2,.

tm.

If we- now restart

Our purpose now is to analyze the evolution of the multivariate probability distribution of activation states as time progresses. But before we go into
more formal grounds let us first build our intuitions with a simple example.
Suppose we start a network from a particular point 80 at time to and observe

our clocks and put the network back in the initial activation state, 80, we

the activation patterns at several time slices:

would probably observe a different trajectory through time because the net-

t,

given that we started

to the actual

work is not deterministic. In this fashion we could build a histogram of the
activations for each of the time slices. In our experiment, since we have
different histograms. So far , each histogram
time slices, we would have
would contain only two activation states. As we increase the number of
probability density of each particular state a at time

restarts, our histograms would become closer and closer

one-unit SON.

Pea; tlao;to).
We denote this probability density as
to.
in state 80 at time
Figure 3 exhibits an example of how these histograms evolve in the simplest,
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Let us try to understand this evolution from yet another point of view.

We can think of probability density as an abstract " substance " that propagates through the different states of the network according to some simple

diffusion principles. We may think of a restart in a particular state, 80, as a

tions that maximize goodness, a principle embedded in the drift term

(net;-

concentration of all the available probability in that one state. Probability
then flows or diffuses to other states according to Equation I, which reflects
two opposing principles: (1) local optimization of goodness: move in direc-

= - v

. (dnft(a) p(a; tlso;

to))

+ 2" V'

Pea;

tlso;

to).

(10)

entropy,
a principle controlled by the
neti); and (2) local optimization of
CT. Eventually, we may guess, the probability of the
diffusion parameter,
where each state
equilibrium distribution
activation states stabilizes into an
receives as much probability as it sends. In fact, our guesses can be proven
tothe right. A well- known result in Markovian diffusion theory (Gardiner,
1985) is that processes defined by a Langevin- type stochastic equation
It is also known that
satisfy the
forward Pokker- Planck diffusion equation.
this equation models the diffusion of a " substance, " in this case probability, according to the previously mentioned principles. In the SON case, the
Fokker- Planck equation can be shown to assume the following form:

at

ap(a; tlso); to)

The symbol V . is the

, = I uSi

,E

divergence operator

to))

= V . V p(a; tlso;

to)

= E

known as the

a2

; = I

to))

(11)

(12)

Laplace operator,

so, 0

aa;

a'

(drift(a) p(a; tlao;

The Fokker- Planck equation fully describes the temporal evolution of
the probability density of the activation states, a, given a starting point, 80.

V . (drift(a) p(a; tlso;

to)

and V2 is the divergence of the gradient, also

V' p(a; tlso;

The divergence of a vector field has the following standard interpretation:
Consider a substance spreading at each point, a, in a multidimensional field
with velocity v(a). It can be shown that the negative of the divergence of v(a)
Because

represents the inflow of substance per unit volume at that point.

the first term in the right side of Equation 10 has a negative sign, it tells us
that the probability is flowing throughout the entire activation space with a
velocity component equal to the drift times the probability. The effect
this term is to spread more probability towards the better states.
The second term in the right side of Equation 10 is the Laplacian of the
probability. The Laplacian is the divergence of the gradient and, thus,
tells us that probability is also flowing with a velocity component opposite
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parameter. We will now show that as time

The relative importance of the first and second terms in the right side of

to the gradient of the probability. The resi.llt of this flow is to move probability from states with more probability towards states with less probability.
Equation 10 is governed by the

progresses, the probability distribution equilibrates at a point where each
state receives as much probability as it sends. At that point, the network is
said to be at stochastic equilibrium.
2 Stochastic StabUity

in the stochastic case

we can investigate

We already know that for the deterministic kernel, the activations stabilize
in local maxima of the goodness function. In the stochastic case. it is clear
that activations cannot stabilize because Gaussian noise is constantly injected to the network. However ,

whether the probability distribution of activation states stabilizes over time
and whether these stable distributions depend on the starting conditions. .
This is an important issue in our present work because we are interested in
learning stable distributions over a set of output variables.
To simplify the proof that these networks exhibit stochastic stability, we
discretize time and partition the activation space into an arbitrarily large
number of hypercubes. SONs satisfy the conditions of an important
theorem in Markov process theory known as the Markovian basic limit
theorem (Taylor & Karlim , 1984). SONs are Markovian because the most
recent state provides all available information about future states. They are
regular
processes because given enough cycles, there is a nonzero probalso
ability of moving from any hypercube to any other hypercube in activation
space. Given these two conditions, the Markovian basic limit theorem guarantees the three following properties: (1) there exists a limiting distribution;
(2) the limiting distribution is unique and independent of the starting ,conditions; and (3) this limiting probability distribution equals the long-run proportion of time that the process will be in each of the hypercubes.
The fact that there is a limiting distribution that is unique will, in principle, solve the problem of multistability that we find in deterministic netWhen a
ergod;c;ty.
works. The third property is sometimes referred to as
network is ergodic, the equilibrium probability distribution can be interpreted in two very different ways: We may use several trials restarting the
network from random points and letting it settle for a sufficient criterion
time,
tc 2!: to.
The equilibrium probability of a state hypercube can then be
estimated by collecting the proportion of trials that the network is in that
region at time
tc. We may also use a single trial and record the long-run proportion of time spent in that region in this single trial. If the network is
ergodic, this second estimate also converges to the equilibrium probability
distribution. We will use this property to design efficient methods of collecting equilibrium distribution statistics.
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Knowing that there is one and only one equilibrium distribution makes

!imao

P(a;

tlao; to).

(13)

the derivation of the equilibrium probability density a much easier task. The
equilibrium distribution P(a),
is defined as
p(a) =

(14)

Since, at equilibrium, the probabilities do not change, it must be true that

= 0

the left side of Equation 10 vanishes:
ot

aPes)

p(a~

oa;

i = I,...

. O;i=I,...

OZ p(a) .

Z o ~~a)

(17)

(16)

(IS)

Since we know from the basic limit theorem that the limit distribution is
unique, we just need to find a solution to Equation 14. Such a solution can
be found by making.

roG(a) P(a
oa; loa;

oa;

oG(a)

which can be written as

oa;

2G(1)/o

e2G(I)/o

I da represents the multiple integral over the whole

It is easy to see that the Boltzmann distribution
p(a) =
where Z =

It is a well-

known fact, derivable using calculus of variations, that the

activation space, satisfies Equation 16, and therefore, is the unique limiting
distribution.

F(p)

,r

+ "2

/

Ii

(18)

denotes the expected

represents the expected value of the

The term c:::: G

notation is used to emphasize that the function depends on a

.:;: In

continuous Boltzmann distribution optimizes the continuous version of
Helmholtz s function. This distribution assigns a real value to each possible
multivariate probability distribution. This real value reflects a trade-off
between two terms: (1) a term . that gets larger as the expected goodness
. value increases; and (2) a term that gets larger as the entropy of the network increases. In the SON, Helmholtz s function assumes the following
form:
F(P)

where the

entire probability distribution

value of goodness, and c:::: In (1

logarithm of one over the probabilities, also known as entropy. The two
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principles reflected in Helmholtz s function are in contradiction. On one
hand, maximum entropy is achieved by providing an equal share of probability to all the activation states, no matter how good they are. On the other
hand , maximum expected value is achieved by giving maximum probability
to the best state. Among all possible continuous multivariate distributions,
the Boltzmann distribution is the one that achieves the optimal balance
between these two principles, maximizing Helmholtz s function. We can
now see the dynamics of the activation from yet another perspective. Using
simple local computations, SONs perform a remarkable optimization process; they search in the space of all possible continuous multivariate
s function: the con-

Figure 3 exhibits how a simple one-unit network approaches the equilib-

distributions for the one that optimizes Helmholtz
tinuous Boltzmann distribution.

rium distribution as settling time progresses. The figure was obtained by initializing the unit' s activation to zero and letting it settle for a certain period
t. This settling process was repeated 40, 000 times with histograms
of time,
being computed at different time frames. Figure 3 shows how these histograms approach the Boltzmann distribution as time advances. The obtained

Boltzmann distribution to the third decimal place.

histogram after 2, 000 cycles was in agreement with the theoretical

3. LEARNING CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

In this case the derivation follows similar steps as in the discrete Boltzmann

The problem is defined in the following way: We fix the activations of a set
and our objective is to get
to a particular vector , x E
of
input units
to exhibit a desired joint probability density
y E
vectors of
output units,
function. This desired probability is represented by l'xd(y). The set of units
considered as inputs or outputs may vary from pattern to pattern.

TIGx
= J

y pxdCy)

In (

r Px

cAY)

) dy

(19)

machine (Ackley et at, 1985). The only differences in the continuous case
are: (1) we substitute sums by integrals; and (1) we can also calculate the
gradient descent rule for the gain parameters. To begin we define an error
function that captures the difference between obtained and desired continuous probability distributions:

where

Px(y) represents the obtained equilibrium probability density funcdy represents the multiple integral in the space of output units.
TIGx and Px is used to emphasize that the functions are specific

tion, and I

vanishes when the obtained a~d

function used in the SBM (Ackley et

to particular values of the input vector. This error function is a continuous

. The notation

total information gain

at, 1985). It is always positive and it

version of the
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individual
equal. Following analogous steps as in the SBM, it can be

desired probability distribution-not just the average values of

units-are exactly

fFd(Exy(a;aj))

The term

of the activations of the

(a;aj))

following equation (see Appendix):
= E

is the increment for the weight

wij.

ith

Exy (a;aj)

and jth units

represents

(20)

shown that the gradient descent learning rule for weights is given by the

Awij

where .:1 wij

the expected value of the product

tern y and the

hidden units

are free to evolve according to Equation 10;

EdO

when the input units are fixed to pattern x , the output units are fixed to pat-

is the expected value using the desired probability distribution of the output
(a;aj)
represents the expected value of this product when the input
vectors;

q2
"2

(Sk)

stress

stress

(21)

when the outputs are also fiXed

of the kth unit when the inputs are fixed

Ed(Exy (Sk)))

units are fixed to pattern x but the output and hidden units are free, and E is
learning rate.
step-size
or the
The contrastive learning rule for the gain parameters is as follows (see

= E

Exy (Sk)

is the expected

is the expected

a small constant usually known as the

Agk

(Sk)

Appendix):

where

to pattern x, and

to pattern y. In the case where more than one input..... probability distribution pair have to be learned, the appropriate rule is obtained by averaging

the gradients for the different input patterns.

An important issue is developing

methods to obtain estimates of the

1 Sampling Methods
The learning rules call for expected values of several quantities. Unfortunately, we cannot derive analytically these statistics and thus we need to
estimate them by running simulations and approximating the desired statistics
based on a finite number of samples. The CHL rule requires running the network in two different phases: a free phase where the input units are fixed with
hidden and output units running free, and a fixed phase where the outputs
are also fixed to a vector sampled from the desired probability distribution.

terms in the learning rules in a fast and accurate fashion. One approach is to

like in the SBM, by starting the settling process
annealing schedules,
use
with a large noise component and gradually diminishing it. Another approach

(Akiyama et al., 1989) where initially small
sharpening schedules
is to use
gain values are slowly replaced through setting by larger ones. Combina-

tions of sharpening and annealing are also possible. Due to the exponential
nature of the Boltzmann distribution, the desired statistics are maximally
influenced by the activation states with maximum goodness. Annealing and
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sharpening methods try to focus the sampling time to the largest attrflctors
(maxima in the Goodness function) avoiding smaller attractors, However
these procedures run into problems when the network has to learn probability
distributions where there is more than one equally desirable pattern of activation for the same input, In this case each of the desired patterns will have
a corresponding maximum with the same goodness value, Because annealing
schedules are designed to visit only one of the maxima at a time, the obtained
statistics win be unstable and will lead to instabilities in the learning process,
11'1 such cases. we have found it beneficial to let the network visit several
large attractors before changing the weights, We could achieve this by doing

either one of two things: We could let the network settle once per learning
trial. giving enough time at equilibrium to jump out of attractors and visit
several different ones, We could also restart the network several times from
different random points, but with less time at equilibrium each time, In this
case the probability of visiting different attractors is obtained by averaging
over the several restarts, Since the network is ergodic, equilibrium statistics
using one or many restarts converge, but in practice we have found that the
stochastic equilibrium statistics are approximated faster by using the
multiple restarts method,
A similar effect may be achieved by changing the
weights based on a temporal moving average of the gradients obtained in
previous learning epochs, In our simulations we used the multiple restarts
technique in combination with an exponential moving average technique,
We did not use annealing or sharpening schedules,

4. SIMULATIONS
Here we will focus on the CHL rule and the problem of learning discrete
and continuous distributions of various types, We present simulations of the
four following problems:

exclusive-or (XOR): A variation on a standard benchmark

for connectionist networks,

1, Completion

2. Word translation problem: Learning bidirectional stochastic mappings
of discrete multidimensional representations,

various types of multidimensional continuous distributions with and

3, Multidimensional continuous probability distributions: Learning

without interdependencies in the output units,

4, XOR governed probability distributions: A problem that requires
learning high-order output-unit statistics, and the use of hidden unis,
Results on some of these problems with a previous model instantiating the
principles of continuous. stochastic, interactive ' processing are also
presented in Movellan and McClelland (in press),

;i'

:~;t~t;yr~:;~0#~'
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1 General Specifications

A.t(neti(t)

neti(t))

a ..r&Zi(t);

; = I.."

is the logit transform of the scaled activations
Jta~

max

ai

m;n

gi gilog
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(22)

(23)

is a standard Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit variance; The
max
and
min
control the bounds of the activation values, They

ne4

neti

A. aiel)

The continuous Langevin equation was approximated using a discrete time
difference equation of the following form:

where

Zi(t)
parameters

min

in the order of , 1,

In our simulations we

max-(max-min)/

were set ~o 1, 0 and - 1, 0 respectively, To avoid overflow problems with the
100 or smaller than

I1t

(max- min)/I00,

logarithms, we did not let the activations get larger than

We used time increments

trained the network to reproduce probability distributions rather than single
output vectors, In such cases, we found it beneficial to use the
multiple restarts
technique. The number of restarts ranged from 1 to 80 depending on
the problem, In each restart trial we randomly chose a particular target output vector from the desired distribution and collected covariance statistics
SO

for the free and fIXed phases, The phases in each " restart" trial consisted of
iterations where activation convariance statistics were not colabout

SO iterations where statistics where collected,
When training networks to approximate discrete outputs, we have found
lected, followed by about

it beneficial to use non-extreme teacher values, For instance, for the SDN
version of XOR and translation problemS the teachers were set to either

sion weights but are not particularly relevent

for our simulations, As

9 or , 9 instead of - 0 or 1, 0, The weights were symmetric. and the gain
parameters were maintained constant and equal for all units. Adaptive
gains may prove important in hardware implementations with limited preci-

discussed in Movellan (1990), gradient descent calls for the self-connections
to be changed at half the rate of the other weights, Our simulations followed
this rule. The activation covariance statistics necessary for the learning rule
were estimated using the multiple restarts method in combination with an

exponential moving average of previous gradients. Networks were allowed

= (I - a)

tJ

TIG.(epoch)

a'VTIG. (epoch

- I)

(24)

to settle several times per pattern with different random starting values, and
the activation covariances were accumulated for all the patterns before
changing the weights. The moving average of the gradient was calculated
according to the following equation:
TIG. (epoch)

where f7
TIG.(epoch)
is the exponentially averaged gradient and 'V
TIG.(epoch)
is the obtained gradient on the current epoch, The weights were modified

proportionally to the exponentially averaged gradient:
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E(~TIGx(epoch)).

(25)

annealing or sharpening schedules were used. The training process was

We dropped the 2 /
constant in the gradient calculations. Therefore, the
learning rates, (E), are reported with respect to the gradient times qZ / 2.

(TIG) was lower than a ctrtain
total information gain
stopped when the
criterion. In practice, we approximated the integral in Equation 19 by defintolerance
ing a region surrounding each of the desired distributed states, the
region,
and assessing the proportion of time that the activations fell within
that region when statistics are collected. The state was treated as falling in
the tolerance region when all the obtained activations where in the interval
defined by the desired activations :t tolerance.

& Williams,

1 Completion Exclusive-Or (XOR)
The purpose of this simulation was to test whether SDNs could do comple-

tionsrequiring the use of hidden units (Rumelhat1, Hinton ,
1; - Ill; 1 -

11;11 - 1), wererepeatedlypresentedtotheout25)

1986). In this version of XOR, there were no input units, nine hidden units,
and three output units. The four pattern combinations of the XOR problem,
1 put units. The task was to learn to reproduce with equal probability

each of the four XOR patterns in the absence of any input. After training,
we tested the network by clamping O. 1, or 2 inputs and seeing whether it
generated a proper completion.
Specifications: The network consisted of i2 fully connected units (3 output
units, 9 hidden units). Initial weights were sampled from a (- i, 1) uniform distribution. Learning was done with 80 settling restarts per pattern, Each settling
9, , 9) range, followed by
started with random activation values in the
50 initial cycles of synchronous activation update where statistics were not
collected, and 50 additional cycles where activation covariance statistics were
at . 1. The step-si~e constant
collected. Gains were fiXed at 10. 0, A/at . 1, and
for weight adjustment was set at . 025, Learning was stopped when the TIG
was smaller than , 1 (tolerance was . 8). The training process was repeated 20
times with different random starting weights.

the four possible binary combinations and let the other units run free for

The average number of epochs to criterion was 198.4 (min 20, max 558).
After training we clamped none, one, or two of the output units to each of
000 cycles. We tested each network based on the. pattern of activation obtained on cycle 1, 001. All the 3-bit completions, with no units clamped,
were correct (they were one of the four XOR patterns). We then tested the
20 networks with the 120 possible 2-bit completion problems. The average
percentage of correct 2-bit completions was . 975. Finally, we tested the 20
completion problems. The average
number of correct I-bit completions was . 967.
networks' with the 240 possible I-bit
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Spanish" Module

Word Translation Problem

were encoded as eight- dimensional discrete randam patterns.
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FIgure 4. The architecture used for the translation problem. " Spanish" arid "English" words

3 Word Translation Problem
In this simulation we trained SDNs to approximate discrete probabilistic
mappings with arbitrary output unit interdependencies. We also investigated whether CHL can be used to train bidirectional mappings where
each visible unit may act as input or output depending on the situation.

fully, interconnected. Half the time Spanish units were clamped to get a

The inspiration for this simulation was the translation problem presented
in the introduction. The goal was to translate " words " from one " language " to another. The requirements were to encode the words in a distributed manner, to allow more than one acceptable translation per word, and
to produce bidirectional translations with the same network (e. g., EnglishSpanish, Spanish-English). This is a problem that cannot be computed with
deterministic networks such as BP or DBMs.
In this simulation, words were encoded as random binary patterns distributed among eight English and eight Spanish units (see Figure 4 and
Table 1). There were four additional hidden units and all 4 + 8 + 8 units were
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TABLE 1

Transl(itlon Problem:

l'

1, 1. -

bit code

Encoding of the Different Spanish and English

Word"

aceituna
casa
oliva

estar
hater
ser
hom
house
make
olive

Words

translation in the English module; otherwise. the English
clamped to get a translation in the Sp~sh module.

/1t

units were

additional cycles

at . 1, (1 at . 1, a at .

SO

Specifications: Initi81 weights were sampled from a (- 1. 1) uniform distribution, Learning was done in batch mode with 20 settling restarts per pattern.
SO initial cycles of
Each settling started with activations set at 0.0, followed by
where statistics were collected. Gain was fIXed at 1. 0,

activation update where statistics were not collected, and

fIDe-tuning training period with 200 settling restarts per pattern (40 additional

The stepsize constant for weight adjustment was .000S. Training was stopped
when TIG was below . 1 (tolerance . 8). This was followed by an additional
epochs). The additional fine-tuning training was stopped when TIG was below
1. The entire procedure took 927 initial training epochs followed by 40 additional fine-tuning epochs.

The network was then tested 1, 000 times per pattern. Each testing trial
started with activations set at zero. followed by 50 cycles where probabilities
were not collected and 50 additional cycles where probabilities were collected.

The results after 967 training epochs are shown in Table 2. It can be seen
that a good approximation to the desired probabilities is obtained. Most

possible. the network was nearly always in one of the correct alternatives

importantly, . for the ambiguous words, where more than one translation is

and did not generate unacceptable blends.
Iii this stimulation we used . a relatively large number of restarts per pattern to allow the network to get a fair sample of the probability distribution
over the alternative outputs for each input. The network can learn very fast
and with far fewer restarts to r~trict itself to produce one of many acceptable

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
700
500
700
500
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

674
(0.464
(1, 000
(1. 000)
000)
1.000)

home
make

ThanslatJon
1.000
1.000
1.000
(1.000
657 oliva
0.495 estar

Translation Problem

TABLE 2
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coso
coso

Input
house
home

hater
hater
aceituna
ser

make
olive

house
olive
olive

caBO

oliva

hacer
aceituna

ser
estar

300
500
300
500

289
0.486

303
531

Column 1 shows the input pottern ond columns 2 and 3 the possible transla-

tions. The two numbers for each translatlan represent the desired probability
. and, in brackets, the obtained probability of the translotions after training. A

9 or + , 9),

Even with this tolerance level, a target

pattern was considered correct If each output unit activation was within a .

region is still less than 0, 07% of the eight- dimensional output space.

range of the desired value (-

TABLE 3

Expected Value

Desired Probability Distributions
for Each of the Five Output Units

Output unit

Distribution
Binomial
Univalued
Uniform
Univalued
Binomial
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alternatives, but a larger number of restarts is recommended when convergence to the exact probability distributions of the alternatives is needed.

4 Learning Continuous Probability Distributions
of Multiple Output Units

The two previous simulations showed that CHL can be used to train discrete
probability distributions. The purpose of this simulation is to show that we
can also approximate continuous probability distributions. The network
consisted of 5 output units connected to 10 fully interconnected hidden
units. Each output unit was trained to reproduce a continuous probability
distribution. The desired probability distributions were independent and
different for each output unit (see Table 3).
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Figure 5. Output unit activations of a trained network. Each row represents the activation
settling cy cies.
of one output unit throughout 10, 000

followed by SO initial cycles where statistics were not collected, and SO

addi-

Specifications: Initial weights were sampled from a ( - I, 1) uniform distribution. Learning was done in batch mode. Each epoch the network was
presented with the same 64 patterns chosen to represent the desired distribu9, . 9) range,
tion. Each settling started with activations randomly set in the

000 epochs.

tional cycles where statistics were collected. Gains were set at 1. 0, !J.t at . 1, (1 at
2, a at . 1. The step-size constant for weight adjustment was set at . 00025.
Training was done at 6,

Figure 5 shows 2, 000 activation cycles of the five output units of a trained
network. The figure was obtained by settling the network 10 different times

in sequence. Each settling period started with activations randomly ,chosen
in the ( - . 9, . 9) range and was followed by 200 settling cycles. This made a
total of 10 x 200 settling cycles. The figure shows the activations every 10
cycles. It can be seen that the output distributions successfully approximate
the desired distributions given the constraints imposed by noise. Thus, the
first output unit settles with about equal frequency in either one of the two
desired state regions. The second output unit has a Gaussian distribution
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Figure 6. Histograms of the equilibrium probability distributions of the five output units. .

proximately uniform in the (-

1, 1) interval , and the last two output units

centered at 0. 0, the desired value. The third output unit activations are ap-

have the same expected value (- . 5) and approximate a constant deter-

activations after

ministic teacher (output unit 4). and a binomial teacher (output unit 5).

desired, all 10 pairwise correlations
of the output unit
. t

training were zero to the second decimal place. Histograms and statistics of

the obtained distributions are in Figure 6.

We then performed another simulation with the same parameter specifications to test whether interdependencies between the output units could be
learned. In particular, we introduced the following dependency between

1. 0)

range. The other three output units

output units 1 and 3: When the teacher for output unit 1 was - 1. 0, the
teacher for output unit 3 could be anywhere in the ( - 1. 0, 0. 0) range, and
when the teacher for output unit 1 was 1. 0, the teacher for output unit 3

received the same teacher distributions as in the previous simulation. To

could be anywhere in the (0. 0,

make the problem more difficult we did not allow direct connections between
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Figure 7. Output unit activations of a trained network. Each row represents the octivatlons
settling cycles.
of each output unit throughout 10, 000

the output units so that interdependencies could only be captured via hidden
unit connections. The network' s architecture and the learning parameters
were identical to the previous simulations. Figure 7, which was constructed
in the same manner as Figure 6, shows 2, 000 cycles of the activation of out-

put units 1 and 3 of a trained network.
It can be seen that the obtained activations approximate well the desired

interdependency. When output unit 1 is in state - 1. 0, output unit 3 varies
0) range and when output unit 1 is in state 1, output unit 3 is in
in the
the (0, 1) range. The expected Pearson correlation coefficient between these
two units was . 77, the obtained correlation was . 83. As expected, all other
correlations were zero to the third decimal place. Figure 8 shows the joint

probability distribution of outpu t units 1 and 3 in a trained network. The
obtained distribution appears to be a mixture of multivariate Gaussian

distributions that approximate the desired joint distribution. This may be
due to the fact that if the noise is sufficiently small , the distribution of activations on the neighborhood of each attractor is approximately Gaussian.
As a first approximation we can see the obtained distributions as mixtures

of multivariate Gaussian " experts " where the salience of each expert is
modulated by the input vector.
5 Learning XOR Govemed Probability Distributions
This is a problem that cannot be learned with Boltzmann machines or BP
networks and that necessitates hidden units. There were 2 input units, 1 out-

oJ15

oJJ9

0.01
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Q;:

Figure e. Joint distribution of output units 1 and 3 In a trained network.

TABLE ..

Expected Value

os 0 Function of the Input Patterns

Desired Output Probability Distributions
Input Units

Distribution
Univalued
Binomial
Binomial
Univalued
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put unit, and 10 hidden units, The probability distribution to be learned by
the output unit depended on the input conditions as indicated in Table 4.
The requirement was that the expected value of the probability distribu-

1, 1) and

tion of the output unit should be the same for the four input patterns but
the shape of the distribution should be different and governed by an XOR
similarity metric in the inputs. Thus, input patterns (- 1, - 1) and (1 , 1)

binomial distribution with expected value 0.

generate a Gaussian distribution centered at 0, and the patterns ((1, - 1) generate a

Speetncatlons: The network consisted of 13 fully connected units (2 input
units, 10 hidden units, I output unit). Initial weights were sampled from a
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the four different Input patterns.

Ftgure 9. Desired and obtained probability distributions In the output unit as a response

1, 1) uniform distribution. Learning was done in batch mode with 80 settling restarts per pattern. Each settling started with random initial activations in
updates where statistics were not
the ( - . 9, . 9) range, followed by SO activation
collected, and SO more cycles where statistics were collected. Gains were set at
at . 2, a at . 2. The step,size constant for weight adjustment was
0, bot at . 1,
set at . 0025. Learning was stopped with TIG, using a . 2 tolerance range, was
below . 7 (712 epochs). Additional fine-tuning training was then performed
with 200 restarts per pattern until a TIG below . 5 was achieved (596 additional
epochs).

Figure 9 shows the results , after training; four graphs show the desired and
botained distributions of the unique output unit under one of the four different patterns. It can be ' seen that the obtained probability distributions
, approximate well the desired distributions if we take into consideration the
constraints imposed by the injected noise.
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The work presented above builds on earlier work ' on discrete stochastic networks (Ackley et at, 1985; Geman & Geman , 1984; Smolensky, 1986) and

atives. For example, the error function used in back propagation learning

extends this previous work to the continuous diffusion case (SDN). First,
we showed that the equilibrium probability distribution of SDNs is continuous Boltzmann. This significant result is easily derivable from Markovian
diffusion theory, but to our knowledge, had not been previously presented.
Most importantly, this result holds for' other bounded dynamical systems
whose time derivatives are the gradient of an objective function (the drift)
and additive Gaussian noise (the diffusion). This may have important implications for general optimization of continuous functions with known derivo'

(TSS) could play the same role as the goodness function in SDNs. If we add
Gaussian noise to the gradient of TSS with respect to weights, we would
also obtain a Markovian diffusion system. The evolution of the probability
Planck
distribution of the weights would then be determined by a Fokker-

equation analogous to 10, but substituting activations by weights and good-

If the weights are bounded, the noisy version of
ness, G(a), by TSS(w).
the back propagation rule would exhibit a Boltzmann equilibrium distribution in weight space. Using a sufficiently slow annealing schedule we could
then guarantee achievement of global minima in weight space.
With respect to learning, we have focused on the CHL rule and its ability
to learn entire distributions. We have shown that when applied to SDNs, it
performs gradient descent on the total information gain error function
(TIG). This function captures differences between desired and obtained
continuous multivariate probability distributions beyond expected values
and vanishes only when obtained and desired probability distributions are
equal. Simulations were used to show that, indeed, CHL can be used to approximate discrete probability distributions, continuous probability
distributions, and deterministic input-output mappings.
Considerable work remains to be done. We need to try CHL with larger
problems. In its present form CHL learns very quickly in terms of number
of epochs but the processes of estimating the gradients may take thousands
of cycles. Developing fast methods to estimate the desired gradients will be
a major prerequisite for the development of practical applications. In our
simulations we have used temporal averaging of the gradients to speed up
learning. We suspect that the spatial averaging that goes on in natural nervous systems may also have positive effects. We believe that the multiple
restarts technique; which we used in our simulations, may serve a similar

purpose to this spatial averaging. The learning algorithm and the activation
dynamics can also be optimized with massively parallel architectures or with
the chip developed at Bellcore

VLSI implementations. In this respect
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(Alspector , Jayakumar, & Luna, 1992) is a promising possibility. In its present form it can implement a 32-unit SDN-style network trained with the

CHL algorithm at a speed of 100, 000 input-output patterns per second.
We believe that SDNS may excel in applications that take full advantage

of the principles of continuous, stochastic, and interactive processing. Ran-

domness and graded activations allow learning continuous probability
distributions where the same input may have more than one acceptable output; noise is essential here, rather than simply being a hindrance. Stochastic
diffusion networks may also prove useful in other kinds of learning paradigms as well. C;HL is based on minimization of the TIO, a very general error
function. This makes CHL very general and capable of learning entire pro\)ability distributions. In practice though, rules based on minimization of less
wronggeneral error functions-such as TSS or the probability of being
may have advantages in particular learning situations. We have derived such
learning rules and we are presently comparing their performance with the
CHL rule.
Theoretically, we need to address important issues regarding the learning, representational, and dynamical behavior of these networks: How
many probability distributions can be learned? What kind of problems are
catastrophic interference? Are they universal contingency approximators?

learnable with the different algorithms? Are these networks subject to

Do they exhibit well-known phenomena from the human cognition literature? Can we extend the learning algorithm to the more general case of

learning probabilistic sequences?
The capacity of SDNs to tackle very general forms of contingency extends
the possibilities of adaptive networks to model learning and development.
The capacity of infants to detect contingencies has .played an important role
in many theories of development. Aspects such as the development of cross-

modal representations and symbolic reference (Piaget, 1936), the develop~

interpretations the network settles into. This approach illustrates how

ment of reaching and object permanence (Piaget, 1937), and early social
development (Watson, 1985) have been linked to the infant' s capacity to
the types of
detect contingencies. Yet, very few theories pay attention to
contingencies underlying these problems and the mechanisms necessary to
learn them. For example, only recent articles (Jordan, 1989; Jordan &
Rumelhart, 1992) have addressed the averaging problem that exists when
learning how to reach. The capacity of SDNs to detect a very wide variety of
contingencies that go beyond expected values may help us explore aspects of
development that were not easily approached with other adaptive networks.
Most importantly, symmetric diffusion networks may help expand our
notions of how natural nervous systems may represent information. In
deterministic networks, the activation states can be . seen as internal
representations of the inputs, and the maxima in the goodness function as
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cognitive
schemascould emerge from the interaction of interconnected units
(Rumelhart, Smolensky, & McClelland, 1986). Stochastic networks (Le.,
the SBM , the harmonium, and SDNs) take us a step further. Their behavior
can only be stated in terms of probabilities, and their stable states are no
longer activation vectors but probability distributions. In spite of the fact
that the activation states are constantly changing, there is an underlying invariant: the particular way in which probability density spreads through the

, but it is

different states. In SDNs this evolution is governed by the forward diffustochastic equilibrium. This underlying

directly in a single observation

sion equation, and culminates in

reflected when sampling the I:letwork' s response over many trials. As Ackley

structure may not be detected

. . is of an essentially

statist;-

et al., (1985) noted, the late von Neumann (1958) thought of stochasticity as
an essential principle that differentiated the digital computer from the
brain. He suggested that noise may not be a hindrance in natural nervous
essential information-processing principle:
- systems, but an

. . . the message-system used in the nervous system.

cat
character. . . . Thus the nervous system appears to be using a radically different system of notation from the ones we are familiar with in ordinary arithmetic and mathematics: instead of the precise system of markers where the

position-and presence or absence-of every marker counts decisively in
determining the meaning of the message, we have here a system of notations in

(von Neumann, 1958,

p. 79)

which the meaning is conveyed by the statistical properties of the message.

It is hoped that SDNs will help in developing mOdels of cognition to understand

networks and the importance of learning contingencies that involve complete

better the computational properties of stochastic distributed representations.
In the past, since most emphasis was given to learning speed, and since
simulating randomness greatly slowed down learning, stochastic networks
and the problem of learning probability distributions were somehow forgotten. We hope our work helps to emphasize the possibilities of stochastic
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x E

To begin, we partition the activation vector, a E

T =
Y. Thus, a
, y1). The input, hidden, and output sets may be
y E
different for different patterns. The central problem is to obtain a network
of
output units when
that minimizes a performance error function in the set
the set of input units is fixed to particular vector x. This is achieved by performing gradient descent with respect to weights and with respect to the
gains parameters. As most of. the results are common to both gains and .

weights, we will proceed With the derivations in terms of a generic parameter
wi/,
or a gain parameter gk. Our objec..
8, which could be a weight parameter

tive is to calculate the partial derivative of a performance error function

a8

aGxhy (8)

t-+ Txhy E

(26)

with respect to the generic parameter, 8. Before we get there, let us define a
goodness signal
T, which we will name the
random variable,

Txhy =

Txhy assigns a real

value to each activation vector: xhy E

The notation Gxhy (8) represents the fact that the goodness value of the activation vector xhydepends on the generic parameter 8; the goodness signal,

where ~ is the real line. Because the activation vector is a random vectorit has a: probability distribution-the goodness signal T, is also a random

(27)

variable. Now we are ready to obtain a closed form for Txhy. From'the
definition of goodness

G(a) = H(a) - Sea)
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'9 .

- aTw a

-s;

rest j(x)dx

Sea) =; = 1

H(a)

where

and

with
Sk

aGxhy

Wij

(wij)

(gk
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aj)xhy

= (skhhy

(a;

it follows that the goodness signals are given by
Txhy =

aGxhy

when training weights, and
Txhy =
a(gk

(a;

is

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

the

aj)my is the product

when training the gain parameters. In the preceding equations, (Sk)xhy
stress of the ith variable in the xhy activation pattern;

of the ith and jth elements in the xhy vector,

Pxd(y)

In

(~:1:n

function (Ackleyet ai"

dy (33)

total information gain

1 The Contrastive Hebbian Learning (CHL) Rule
This is a general purpose rule capable of learning contingencies involving
whole probability distributions. The derivations of the CHL rule are similar
to the Boltzmann machine learning derivations in Ackley et al, (1985), but
replace sums by integrals, However, in SDNs, we can also derive rules for
the gain parameters,
In this case we need an error function that vanishes only when the obtained
and the desired probability distributions are exactly equal, This function is

= J

the continuous version of the

1985),

TIG.(fJ)

P,w(y)

where the
TIG.(8) notation is used to emphasize that the function depends
on a generic parameter 8; Px (y) represents the obtained equilibrium probability of output vector y, when the input activations are fixed to the vector
represents the desired probability density of the-output
x, The term

vector y when: the environment is in input state x,

Since
Pxd(y)
In

dy - I

Pxd(y) In

(Px(Y)) dy
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(Y) J dy

fpxd(y)l
Pxd(y) In (Pxd(Y))

= - r

p J
xo,y

afJ n

i.

I P

x Y

and since the first term in Equation 34 is constant, it follows that
afJ

TIGx(fJ)

(b)

db.

partition constant

= P.(y)
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(34)

(35)

(38)

for the

(37)

(36)

where we need to calculate
a8 (In
(y)) , The term Px (y) can be found by
integrating the network states whose output unit activations coincide with
the vector y. Therefore,

(y) = I

dhdy

Gxhy(II);ji db

eGxbytll);ji db

eGxbytll);ji db
eGxhrll);ji

JH

Y JH

is known as the

And since the equilibrium distribution is Boltzmann

where Zx = J

p(x) Z

P(xy) Z

SDN with fiXed inputs,
Notice that
P(ylx) =

(In

(/n

afJ JH

r eGxbytll)~ db) - i.

eGXbytll)!-.db dy),

GXhY(II)~ db

eGxhytll)!-. aGxhy

afJ

(fJ)

(40)

(39)

where P(xy) is the probability that a network with all its units running free,
including the input units, exhibits an output vector y and an input vector x,
The term p(x) is the probability of the input vector x in the totally free
running network, P(ylx) is the conditional probability of y with respect to x,
and Z = J
eGXhY(II)~ dxdhdy is the partition constant for the totally
free running network, It follows that
afJ

(In

afJ JH
i.

I e xbytll);ji db) =

The first term of the right side in Equation 39 can be expanded as

(In
afJ H

JH

~I

f'"
E.q(")

eGmyf.8);;,.u, (8) db
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Z.q

P.q(b),.u, db =

(41)

(42)

where Zs, is the partition constant of an SDN with the inputs and outputs
fIXed to the vectors x and y respectively; Ps,(b) represents the equilibrium
probability of a particular vector of hidden unit activations when the input

EII

Using steps analogous to 40 through 42, it is easy to show that
~yf./I~;; dbdy) =

(43)

units are fIXed to the input vector x and the output units to the vector y, and
E.q(7' ) represents the expected value of the goodness signalTu, when inputs
and outputs are fIXed.

(In

where EII(T) represents the expected value of the goodness signalTu, when
the input units are fIXed and the other units run free. Combining Equations

PIICY))
=

(E.q
- EII

(44)

35 and 43 we get the derivative of the logarithm of the probability ,of output
vector y
(In

tI Y

Pm(y) (&,(,.) -

EII(")) dy)

EII("))

(46)

(45)

Combining Equation 44 with 38 and 39 we obtain the derivative of the total
information gain error function:

aTl~II(1)

fEd (E.q("))

and since the integral in Equation 45 is an expected value operator
Tlas(1)

a8 g

where EdQ is the expected value using the desired probability distribution of
output vectors. When more than one input..... probability distribution pair
is involved, the appropriate gradient is obtained by averaging over patterns.

The gradient descent learning rules for gains and weights easily follow.

